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Abstract—With the increasing popularity of cashless payment
methods for everyday, seasonal and special expenses popular
banks accumulate huge amount of data about customer operations. In the article, we report a successful application of
topic modelling to extract behaviour patterns from the data. The
resulting models are built with BigARTM framework: flexible
and efficient tool for topic modelling. The framework allows us
to experiment with various models including PLSA, LDA and
beyond.
Results demonstrate ability of the approach to aggregate
information about behaviour patterns of different customer
groups. The results analysis allows to see the topics of such people
clusters varying from travellers to mortgage holders. Moreover,
low-dementional embeddings of the customers, which was given
with topic model, were studied. We display that the client vector
representations store demographic information as well as source
data. We also test for a best way of preparing data for the model
with metric above in mind.
Index Terms—Topic Modelling, Transactions, BigARTM, Additive Regularization

I. I NTRODUCTION
In our days’ people make a huge amount of transactions
in their day-to-day life. Therefore, banks collecting loads
of information about their clients’ transaction history daily.
Application of such information could include but not limited
to improving their services, attracting new clients, increasing
income, developing of pricing strategies, predicting loan return probabilities and enabling the better understanding of
the client’s needs. In the last few years, machine learning
algorithms succeeded in solving different tasks and have the
potential to help in others [12]. The transaction analysis is
among those problems because the transaction data is big and
unstructured, therefore ML helps to draw some insight from
it.
Many solutions in the field have been developed using ML
techniques [6], [8], [13]. Mostly, applications from the field
concentrate on the areas like consumer profiling [3], [15], [20],
assessment of buying patterns and purchase predictions [23],
or discovering client communities in the data for better product
campaign clustering [19]. While customer profiling can be
performed by various clustering algorithms as tried [5], the
result of such endeavours is usually quite coarse and poorly interpretable for such sensitive field as Banking. Buying patterns
and purchase prediction is a widely discussed topic because of
its direct applications. However, several attempts were made

trying to tie together psychological user-profiles and their
transaction data with the help of LDA mode [7] or helping
marketing campaigns with predicting client consumption with
neural networks and random forests [14].
The approach solving all these problems at once involves
the construction of a vector space of client embeddings. Some
authors ventured that path [3] using autoencoders. In the
article, we focus on constructing a low-dimensional vector
space with topic modelling. Topic modelling is a powerful tool
which was successfully applied to various ML problems [18].
Originally, the approach was invented as a method of natural
language processing [4], [9]. Nowadays it is applied to a nontrivial data such as analysis of weblogs [15], [16], mining
a behaviour pattern from video [10]. We reporting similar
attempt on an individual transaction data from a bank.
In our experiments, we use a technique called Additive
Regularization of Topic Models (ARTM) [22]. We use the
technique because it includes many popular topic models
such as PLSA [9], LDA [4] and their probabilistic and nonprobabilistic generalisation. However, the technique is implemented in fast and efficient library BigARTM [21]. The library
was successfully applied to different problems [2]. Another
feature of ARTM is the ability to use multimodal data [11].
The fact is really important in our case because transaction
information consists of different data about the client: the
amount of money, merchant category code (MCC), gender,
age.
Overall, we adopt the latter approach for a number of
reasons: topic model is not a black box solution and can be
easily interpreted, our approach to topic modelling allows us to
satisfy multiple criteria posed by a business to an ML solution,
topic model itself is fast in inference and training solution
suitable for practical applications.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the
following section, we consider related theory and display its
mathematical part. In the third section, we give information
about the used dataset and data reprocessing. The third section
provides experimental results. The last section concludes the
results and discusses the contribution of this paper.

II. T HEORY
A. Problem Formulation
In natural language processing the researcher deals with a
collection of documents composed of sequences of words or
tokens as we would relate to them later. When dealing with
large document collections it becomes useful to cluster the
documents by their meaning. This type of clustering is called
topic modelling and it constructs a hidden dimension of topics
that provide a short description for each document in the
collection. In bank transactions we are dealing with a collection of clients transactions history composed of sequences
of transactions described by their date, MCC code and sum
spent on that code. Thus, we could read the clients like a book,
by applying a topic model to their transactions history. The
result of our efforts would be a latent embedding space which
represents the types of consumption derived from the statistics
of the transactions data. The topics provide the representation
of any client through breaking them into a selection of the
consumption types describing them in an interpretable way.
B. Topic Modelling
Topic modelling was initially designed to work on the large
collections of documents.
Since then, it was implemented to any sequential data: being
it purchase baskets at a grocery store, web behaviour, bank
transactions. However distant these fields seem to be, they all
fall in line with hypotheses imposed by Topic modelling.
After agreeing on which entities in the collection should be
treated as tokens which compose documents we can apply the
topic modelling formalism to the data.
If we treat a transaction MCC code as a token with token
frequency as sum spent on that code in the document which
is represented by a client’s transaction history.
Or more formally, by denoting a collection of clients
transactions as D with individual client transaction history as
d ∈ D and a collection of all possible transactions in D as
W with every transaction being denoted as w ∈ W we can
formulate the hypotheses as:
•

•

•

Themes existence hypothesis. Every token w entry in
the document d is determined by existence of some topic
t from some finite set T . These topics t are latent (hidden)
variables of our approach.
Bag of words hypothesis. This hypothesis states that an
order of tokens in the document is not essential for topic
retrieval. Restating that for the actual use cases: the order
of products on the grocery store bill won’t change the way
the bill is categorized by the model. As an extension of
that hypothesis, we can assume ”the bag of documents”
that states that our topics shouldn’t change from the order
in which we feed the documents into the model.
Probabilistic generative model hypothesis. This hypothesis states that the observed collection is generated
from unknown distributions p(t | d) and p(w | t). Finding
these distributions is the goal of the topic modelling.

•

Conditional independence hypothesis. According to
that hypothesis, each topic generates tokens regardless
of the document p(w | t) = p(w | t, d). In a nutshell, this
implies that each token describing a client appeared there
due to a certain pattern shared among many clients rather
than due to this particular client.

One could see that all of the previously stated hypotheses
are fulfilled in that setting.
Thus, topic modelling can provide us with knowledge of the
bank client base without aggregating too much unnecessary
details on each of the clients.
According to the law of total probability and the assumption
of conditional independence,
p(w | d) =

X

p(t | d) p(w | t).

(1)

t∈T

The probabilistic model (1) describes how the collection D
is generated from the known distributions p(t | d) and p(w | t).
Learning a topic model is an inverse problem, i.e., the
distributions p(t | d) and p(w | t) must be found, given the
collection.
This problem is equivalent to finding an approximate
 representation of the matrix of counts F = p̂(w | d) W ×D ,
, as a product F ≈ ΦΘ of two unknown
p̂(w | d) = nndw
d
matrices — the matrix Φ of term probabilities for the topics
and the matrix Θ of topic probabilities for the documents:
Φ = (φwt )W ×T ,

φwt = p(w | t);

Θ = (θtd )T ×D ,

θtd = p(t | d).

Matrices F , Φ, and Θ are probability matrices, i.e., they
have non-negative and normalized columns fd , φt , and θd ,
respectively, representing discrete distributions. Usually the
number of topics |T | is much smaller than the collection
size |D| and the vocabulary size |W |.
The topic model reveals a hidden thematic structure of the
collection and finds a decomposition for each document by a
set of its topics.
In the fundamental paper probabilistic latent semantic analysis, PLSA [9], the topic model (1) is learned by log-likelihood
maximization with linear constraints.
The likelihood is the probability of the observed data
as a function of model parameters Φ and Θ. Due to the
independence assumption, the probability of the observed data
is equivalent to the product of the probabilities of words in the
documents:
n
Y
i=1

p(di , wi ) =

Y Y
d∈D w∈d

p(w | d)ndw p(d)ndw → max .
Φ,Θ

Taking the logarithm, the expression above becomes a sum
and the terms that don’t depend on the model parameter can
be dropped because they don’t affect optimization.

We have a log-likelihood maximisation problem subject to
the linear constraints of non-negativity and normalisation:
XX
X
L(Φ, Θ) =
ndw ln
φwt θtd → max;
(2)
d∈D w∈d

X

φwt = 1; φwt ≥ 0;

w∈W

Φ,Θ

t∈T

X

θtd = 1; θtd ≥ 0.

(3)

t∈T

We formulate KarushKuhnTucker conditions and use fixedpoint iteration method in order to find a local minimum of the
problem 2. Additive regularization of topic models (ARTM)
is based on maximizing the log-likelihood (2) and a weighted
sum of regularizers Ri (Φ, Θ):
XX

ndw ln

d∈D w∈d

X

φwt θtd +

k
X

τi Ri (Φ, Θ) → max; (4)

i=1

t∈T

Φ,Θ

subject to constraints (3), where the τi are non-negative
regularisation coefficients.
The ability to impose additional functional restriction (regularisation) allows us to improve the quality of the model in
various tasks. The approach provides us with an ability to formulate problem restrictions in mathematical form. Moreover,
the most known topic models(PLSA, LDA) can be obtained
within the ARTM framework.
In case of the multimodal data ARTM approach can be easily generalised by constructing objective function of weighted
log-likelihoods (4).
X X
X
τm ndw ln
φwt θtd + R(Φ, Θ) → max . (5)
m,d w∈Wm

t∈T

Φ,Θ

C. Classification based on client profile
The previously defined set D = {di }ni=1 a set of bank
clients and lets define Y = {yi }ni=1 the set of their target
characteristics. We aim to build a model f (w) : D → Y
that uses the distribution p(t|d) of clients profile as the initial
feature space and maximise the accuracy:


1 X
f p(t|di ), w == yi → max .
(6)
w
n i
III. DATA P REPARATION
The original data was provided by our industrial partner and
not allowed to be public. The client data consists of fields:
client id, transaction time, transaction sum, transaction code.
Additionally, we had tables containing clients date of birth and
gender.
We were able to enrich the data by a hierarchy of MCC
codes clustering similar MCC codes together and giving them
readable labels such as ”taxi”, ”petrol stations” and so on.
During preprocessing we applied two methods to encode the
sum spent in each transaction. First, we used the sum as termfrequency for each transaction. More spent on MCC code
- more frequent that transaction in user profile. This might
lead to a distortion when a rare but expensive purchase could
count the same way as many regular cheap transactions. To
compensate for that and to enrich the ”dictionary” of our data

we separated each MCC code into quantile: we introduced
new tokens. These tokens are encoding the MCC code of
transaction and quantile of the sum spent on that token: below
average spent, average, above average.
Finally, we introduce the hierarchy of the MCC codes as
new modalities for our model. The original hierarchy contained In this article, we use embeddings containing only MCC
codes and Small group modality. Other modalities are used to
check the sanity of an obtained topic model - MCC codes
from really distant and uncorrelated groups should not be in
the same topic. For example, a model with topics containing
codes from ”Travel” and ”Home renovation” groups would be
discarded in the training process.
IV. E XPERIMENT
We test the ability of our approach to create bank client
vector representations on the same level as the actual data.
Along with the main goal we test the impact of data preprocessing on our task. To train the standard topic model we need
to determine crucial hyperparameters such as: number of EM
algorithm steps, number of topics, regularizer coefficients by
measuring model coherence score as it is known to correlate
with interpretability [1]. To make a comparison between
different topic models fare we fix the main hyperparameters:
number of EM algorithm steps and number of topics, while we
allow regularizer coefficients tweaking according to a metrics
of our choice. Upon investigating the dataset we found that
we obtain best models around 30 topics and we fixed this
hyperparameter for all of the topic models in this paper. Here
we provide topics related to Vacation and replace MCC tokens
by interpretative groups of such to demonstrate what we call
an interpretative topic in table I An inquisitive reader could
TABLE I
VACATION TOPIC
Expenses group
Plane tickets
Duty-free
Theatres
Hotels
Attractions
Drug stores
Car sharing
Gender
Male
Female
Age group
17-23
24-35
36-54
55+

probability
0.575
0.177
0.0094
0.049
0.0038
0.0022
0.009
probability
0.393
0.607
probability
0.138
0.442
0.376
0.043

mention that the probability of expenses does not add up to
one. This is due to a long tail in the distribution that is not
representative of the main theme of the topic and not shown
here. The resulting clusterisation of the clients performed by
first topic model can bee seen on Fig. 1. The experiment is
built in the following way: first, we create a baseline vector
representation of the clients based on their transaction data

by the model kept all the crucial features to tell a story
about the client to an inexperienced user, while keeping high
interpretability unavailable for most of the better performing
ML models.
As we can see from the table II not only topic modelling but
just a preprocessing described in the article can give a boost
to data applications. The properly tuned topic model could
perform better than uncategorised data but could not beat a
baseline for the categorized MCC code. We tend to think that
this could be attributed to one of the two factors. First, our
self-posed restriction on model topic number could be crucial
when the token dictionary increased by our preprocessing.
Second, we suspect that our model architecture does not allow
to capture some of the data specifics that became apparent to
CatBoost classifier on categorized data.
In the future, we will focus on improving our model to
account for transaction co-occurrences and would also be able
to deal with heavy data imbalance that we faced in our dataset.
Fig. 1. Visual representation of the consumption profiles.

and its counterpart embedding produced by a topic model.
Next, we predict the accuracy of gender and age prediction
using CatBoost [17] models adjusting topic model embeddings on the training dataset. Performance results for various
embeddings presented in Table II. In the table II models
TABLE II
M ODEL COMPARISON WITH BASELINES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF
PREPROCESSING

Model type
categorised MCC
ARTM Coherence
ARTM DemoOpt
ARTM DemoOpt
ARTM Coherence
MCC

gender accuracy
0.730
0.665
0.685
0.728
0.658
0.719

age accuracy
0.465
0.439
0.45
0.457
0.405
0.452

micro f1 score
0.439
0.414
0.427
0.435
0.377
0.424

with ”DemoOpt” tag are optimised for better performance in
gender and age prediction, while a models with ”Coherence”
tag were optimised coherence score making them to be more
interpretable [1]. As we can see we were able to obtain an
embedding that scored better than the initial preprocessed data.
We were not able to repeat that for the data separated by
spending categories, however we were also able to improve
the standard model baseline.
V. C ONCLUSION
We described an approach of building topic models that
can provide their user with an insight into the transaction
data. This approach is addressing a problem of usefulness and
interpretability of vector embeddings in Banking. The obtained
model hyperparameters were selected according to the external
metrics providing an opportunity to tune the resulting embeddings to contain the information not presented in the actual
data. We demonstrated that the vector representations provided
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